NATION BOOKS ACQUIRES NEW BOOK BY COLORLINES EDITORS AKIBA
SOLOMON AND KENRYA RANKIN
October 30, 2017. Nation Books has acquired rights to publish the upcoming book by Akiba
Solomon and Kenrya Rankin, tentatively titled HOW WE FIGHT WHITE SUPREMACY: A
FIELD GUIDE TO BLACK RESISTANCE. Katy O’Donnell of Nation Books acquired world
rights from Tanya McKinnon at McKinnon McIntyre.
In this celebration of Black resistance and leadership in all its varied forms, Solomon and Rankin
will show readers what the fight for freedom and justice looks like—and how each of us can
contribute. Black people are working each day to inch us closer to collective freedom. They are
hammering at issues as varied and intersectional as police violence, mental health, reproductive
justice, and inclusion in the arts and technology.
Through essays, interviews, satire, and visual art, Solomon and Rankin offer a blueprint for the
many different pathways to activism. Contributors include Black Lives Matter co-founder
Patrisse Khan-Cullors, media studies professor and journalist Marc Lamont Hill, Black feminist
writer Jamilah Lemieux, Very Smart Brothas creator Damon Young, BlackStar Film Festival
founder Maori Karmael Holmes and multimedia artist Olalekan Jeyifous.
Kenrya Rankin is an award-winning author, journalist, and consultant and the deputy editor at
Colorlines. Her work has appeared in more than a dozen national publications, including The
New York Times, Glamour, Reader’s Digest, and Fast Company. She is the author of three
books, including Bet on Black: African-American Women Celebrate Fatherhood in the Age of
Barack Obama. A graduate of Howard University and New York University, she is based in
Washington, D.C.
Akiba Solomon is the editorial director of Colorlines and an NABJ Award-winning journalist
and editor whose writing on culture, race, gender, and reproductive health has appeared in
Essence, Dissent, Glamour, Vibe, and Ebony, among other outlets. She is the co-editor of Naked:
Black Women Bare All About Their Skin, Hair, Hips, Lips, and Other Parts. Solomon has spoken
about women’s and social justice issues at institutions including the Schomburg Center,
Stanford, Yale, and Harvard. A graduate of Howard University, she is based in New York.
Founded in 2000, Nation Books (www.nationbooks.org) has become a leading voice in
American independent publishing. The imprint’s mission is to tell stories that inform and
empower just as they inspire and entertain readers. We publish award-winning and bestselling
journalists, thought leaders, whistleblowers, and truthtellers, and we are also committed to
seeking out a new generation of emerging writers, particularly voices from under-represented
communities and writers from diverse backgrounds. As a publisher with a focused list, we work

closely with all our authors to ensure that their books have broad and lasting impact. With each
of our books we aim to constructively affect and amplify cultural and political discourse and to
engender positive social change.
Nation Books is a project of the Nation Institute, a nonprofit media center established to extend
the reach of democratic ideals and strengthen the independent press. The Nation Institute is home
to a dynamic range of programs: the award-winning Investigative Fund, which supports
groundbreaking investigative journalism; the widely read and syndicated website TomDispatch;
journalism fellowships that support and cultivate over twenty-five emerging and high-profile
reporters each year; and the Victor S. Navasky Internship Program.
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